t seems the single most asked question
posed by four-wheeldrivers is: «What
tyres should I fi t to my vehicle?"
And fOTgood reason - quality 4X4
tyres aren't cheap: a full set will cost
you more than a grand, and you'll be
spending that money on items that
are essentially consumables.
Yet those tyres are probably the most
important consumables you'll ever buy
for your rig, especially when you consider
that making the right choice can literally
be a lifesaver.

consumption. As a result tyres have not
only become even more lightweight, but
tbey have also changed shape. They're
still round where it counts, of course, but
even big four-wheeldrive wagonsnowhave
lower-profiletyres than they did just a few
years ago.
A tyre's profile is.Irs sidewall height
relative to its width. For example, a
235170R16 tyre, as fitred standard to a
base-spec 2002 Land Rover Discovery,
has been superseded 10 years later by a
255/60R18 tyre on a base-spec 2012 Land
Rover Discovery.On the 2002model,'235'
THE PROBLEM
refers tothe sectionwidthofthe eyreinmm,
The standard tyres fitted to most new 4X4 '70' refers LO the height of the sidewall as
wagons are not suited to off-road driving a percentage of section width (70 percent
conditions; they might look like off-mad o:f235mmequals 164.5mm), R means the
tyres, but they will most likely have a tyre is a radial eyre, and 16 refers to the
Passenger (P) construction. What this wheel diameter.
means is, despite being the correct size
On the 2012model- whichhas a 255mm
and with the appropriate load and speed section width with a lower profile of 60
ratings, they will not be up to the demands percent - the sidewallheightis only153mm,
of serious off-roaddriving,or long-distance while the R still refers to radial and the
remote-area travel on unsealed roads.
18 means the tyre needs co be fitted to an
Vehicle manufacturers fit Passenger 18-inchdiameter wheel.
construction ryres to even some of the
Lower profile lyres .have significant
toughesrfour-wheel drives in their model handling advantages on the road,
ranges for anum ber of reasons.Passenger primarily because their lower sidewalls

The standard tbjres fitted to
most new 4X4 wagons are not
at all suited to off-road
construction essentially means the
tyres are built as light as possible to allow
them to dissipate heat easily, which aids
tyre life; to allow tbem to flex, which
improvesride quality and comfort; and to
minimiserotational inertia, whichbenefits
fuel economy.
Passenger construction tyres will also
likelyfeature a car-liketread pattern which
will aid on-road handling in dry and wet
conditions,minimisebraking distances 00
the road,extend tread life,aid fuel economy
and minimise noise levels.
Takethese lightweight tyres off the road
and youcouldfaceseveralproblems.Firstly,
the thin, flexible sidewalls will be prone
to damage from rocks, sticks and other
sharp objects, the tread surfaces will be
prone co punctures and the tread blocks
to chipping and breaking away.Also, the
car-like tread pattern won't offer rnnchin
the way of traction in slippery conditions.
The problem of Passenger construction
tyres fitted to four-wheeldriveshas become
more prevalent over the past few years
as vehicle manufacturers strive for even
better on-road ride, handling and fuel

don't flex so much, which aids cornering
and braking performance. But off the
road it means there's less space between
the uneven surface of the ground and
those shiny 1S-inch wheels fitted to the
2012-modelDiscovery used in the above
example. In other words, the rims are
more prone to damage, as are the tyre
sidewalls themselves - they can be more
easily pinched in the smaller gap between
the ground and the wheel rim,
Just about all manufacturers have
gone downthe path of fitting lower profile
ryres to larger diameter wheels on modern
four-wheeldrives. Aswell as the handling
and braking benefits, bigger wheels also
allowthem to equip the vehiclewith bigger
brake discs and calipers for even better
braking performance.
THE SOLUTION

The solution for those who want to drive
their four-wheel drives off-road seems
obvious: fit tougher tyres.
Regardless of the tyres you want to
fit to your vehicle, there are certain
minimum criteria theymust meet or exceed
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make is how aggressive you o~ed the tread
pattern.to he. Different tyre manufacturers
have-different recommendations on what.
tyre to choose depending on how much
off-Toad ddvn;l,g you.inrend to do, burthe
type of off-road driving you'll encounter is
just as important. Regardless, for off-road
tide quality.
use you'll want.a tread pattern that's more
h.shOuld be noted that in this day and
age oi low-profile ryres en four-wheel aggressive than,a .highway-tyre,
By aggressive tread pattern, we mean
drives, y0U simply can't get LT tyres for
some 4X4s, especially those with big-rim a eyre with wide-open blocks tha; allow
diameters,suChas la-inch and above.There, the ty,re. to ge~good bite inslippery terrain,
are more suitable tyres available for these s:'Ucb as in mud or en rockyhills. But bear in
mind, the more aggressive the tread pattern,
vehicles for off-reading than the standard
rubber, 'but not fOT hard-aol'e"off-rQadwork the less &£fective the tyre will be w.hen
driven.on the road; it won'twear aswell.It
or remote-area travel.
A,ssumirrg·~oueansourceLTc.on$tructis)o willmake merenoise-and itwilLnot offer
tyres fer your vehicle, the next decision to the handling and braking performance-of a

rrgours of off-road drrving; offel'ing far
better puncture resistance in the tread
area and the sidewalls, but there are a few
on-road drawbacks; primarily; ~heyare
heavier so fuel consumptian will.increase,
and their less-flexible sidewalls can affect

It you're driving off-road. you
should carry a tyre-repair kit and
know how to use it. You'll also need
a suitable air compressor and spare
valve stems and valves, a valve tool,
lyre plugs, patches and - if you have
tubed tyres - spare tubes and tyre
levers. Also check the condition of
your jack and carry a large jacking
plate in case you have to change a
tyre on soft ground.

want a tread pattern that's more aggressive"
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